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FIGHT FOR AIR SUPREMACY

CRITICISM OF AMERICA - BY AMERICA

A Report - notable for its frankness in criticism as well as its encouragement

for the future - was issued a short while ago on the performance of American military

and naval aircraft which was prepared by the Office of War Information. The report

has how been reprinted for the Office of War Information by the Ministry of

Information under its title "Design and Operation of United States Combat Aircraft".

"In this war the United States has just begun to fight", says the report, "In

the months to come battles may be lost and, crushing defeats may be suffered. It

seems certain that as our offensive is stepped up, casualties will increase and the

losses in aircraft will rise with the spread of our participation.

"This the public must realise and for this it must be prepared. Against the

proficient German Luftwaffe, we have yet been only slightly engaged. Against the

Japanese our offensive has only barely begun. When we meet reversals and the pull
to victory seems to grow long and hard, Americans will do well if they indulge to

the full their genius for critical self-analysis."

To-day aircraft of the U.S. Army Air Forces are in daily operation on many

fronts with variations in climate and battle situations that are the severest possible
test of military aircraft. Some succeeded when they were expected to fail and

vice versa.

In the period immediately following Armorica's entry into the war, the Navy

suffered losses in aircraft that could have boon avoided had the latest equipment
been available. At that time, too, Army flying equipment did, not have a fair trial,
with the result that the country paid in blood and defeat for the blindness of its

peaceful years. Paradoxical though it may seen, older fighter types that have not

put up a good performance under high-altitude tactics in England have done excellent

work on the Russian and Aleutian fronts and in Egypt.

On the other hand the U.S. Army's four-motored bombers have proved superior in

their categories in all theatres of war. The Liberator has boon fully tested and

its general characteristics have shown that it will make a record parallel to that

of the Flying Fortress wherever it is employed. The medium and light bombers, after

being tested in all theatres, have shown themselves to be the best in the world,
although they were the fruits of experiments designed for the defence of America's

shores only. Further, the fire-power and protection of U.S. fighting aircraft -

guns, armour and leakproof fuel tanks - arc equal, in some cases superior, to the

best that the allies or the enemy have in the air. The United States' 37 mm. gun

is the heaviest piece of ordnance carried by any fighter in the world.

America is still devoting much tine to making up lost ground in tho development
of equipment; which renders first performances all the more remarkable. Until

recently, for example, the Navy worked exclusively with air-cooled motors ; and it

v/as not so long ago that the Army went hack from the air-cooled to the liquid-cooled

engine. Over a period of several years the British, Germans and Italians tested

/their
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their liquid-cooled engine developments in the crucible cf the Schneider Trophy
race and other similar competitions; but the United States, after a brief career

in racing, withdrew; and the development of the liquid-cooled engine was all but

abandoned, while the services concentrated on air-cooled engines. The ground lost

has not yet been regained; for the Allison, the only liquid-copied engine of

American design now in mass production and general use, is behind its opposite

numbers, Britain’s Rolls-Royce and Germany’s Daimler-Benz. It is stated that the

Rolls-Royce engine tops the Allison horsepower output by 100, so precious to a

plane’s rate of climb and altitude performance. Expert opinion, however, is that

while the American engine, with its turbo-supercharger, is rapidly gaining ground,
its direct competitors, British and German, have come close to the maximum perfor-

mance of which they are capable.

The Report spares no detail of the disasters caused by unpreparedness when the

war clouds broke; but there is a brighter side since improvements have continued

in design and output and in methods of dealing with the tactical situation. In

February this year, a destructive raid on Port Darwin was recorded. The first

notice the limited number of U.S. pursuit.,pilots had that the raid was on was the

sight of the Japanese bombers and pursuit screen in the sky. Five of the U.S,

ten P-40s were already air-borne. The ether five immediately took off. One U.S.

plane was shot down by three Zeros as it crossed the border of the field. Another,

just behind him, shot down a Zero before he hadhad time to retract his own wheels,
ms in turn shot down and. parachuted tc safety. In that brief destructive attack,
while the Japanese bombers were blasting allied ships in the harbour, the, U.S.

lest eight of their ton P-40s. Only the amour in the planes and the fact that

the American flyers were fighting ever their own territory cut the loss in the

pilots to four.

Six months later a force of twenty-seven Japanese, bombers and twenty Zeros

attacked Darwin again. American P-40s intercepted them, shot down four bombers

and eight enemy fighters and forced the rest to jettison their bombs. Mot a single
United States pilot was lost. In the Solomons, recently, the Navy’s F-4-Fs

accounted for forty-two Japanese aircraft in four days without less to themselves.

The dramatic-increase in destructiveness is consistently piling.up wherever the

U.S, forces are engaged.

Incidents such as these do net engender, a false feeling .of optimism in the minds
of the U.S, authorities, who point cut that the combat performance of United States

aircraft has improved to the extent that in many theatres of war it may have been

too good. 'That is, owing to unusual tactical situations and other considerations,
"the pace may well have been toe fast tc.be kept up,”

The Report sums it all up as follows;- "The best that can bo said cf the
’

future is that the United States aircraft industry and the services are in an

orderly ferment of -developing specialised aircraft of high, and in some cases

sensational, promise of battle performance The temptation to all
familiar with them is tc make public the great hope they give for the near future.
Seme such premises are likely still tc be made because it is human to look into the
future, lien they are made, the public should scan them with one thought in mind
until planes are battle tested, they c nnct be called proven Pull judg-
ment must bo reserved until the ultimate test is made. ”
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